Conformational study of octopamine in gas phase and effect of hydrochloride.
This work deals with the molecular modeling and vibrational spectra of all the twenty conformers of an important biomolecule octopamine which have been investigated using the DFT/B3LYP level of theory in combination with the 6-31++g(d,p) as a suitable basis set. The experimental FTIR and FTRaman spectra of octopamine neurotransmitter were recorded in the spectral region 400-4000 cm-1 and 50-4000 cm-1 respectively and correlated with the calculated spectra of the most stable conformer. The effect of hydrochloride on the important geometrical parameters of most stable conformer of octopamine was also studied. The normal coordinate analysis was performed to scale the theoretical frequencies and to calculate potential energy distributions for precise normal mode assignment. Most of the frequencies were in good agreement with experimental one. However, some have been modified. Natural bond orbital analysis was performed in order to confirm the stability of electronic structure of octopamine molecule. HOMO-LUMO analysis for all the twenty conformers was also performed to give the transition profile and to study the chemical reactivity of octopamine.